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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0156094A2] The machine is intended to load onto pallets (P) bundles (B), of signatures and similar products, fed to the machine in
approximately vertical dispositions. The machine comprises a supporting frame (11) provided with horizontal movement guides (13) having an
input end (14) facing outwardly of the frame (11). Mounted on the frame (11) is a horizontal overhead guideway (23) that has an input end (24)
which overlies the other end (15) of the movement guides (13), and an output end (25) which, in use, overlies the pallet (P) intended to receive the
bundles (B). A carriage (16) provided with a tilting platform for carrying the bundles (B) is movable on the movement guides (13). Associated with
the tilting platform of the carriage (16) are control means which hold the platform itself in an approximately vertical position for receiving the bundles
(B) when the carriage (16) is located at said input end (14) of the movement guides (13), and which tilt the platform towards a horizontal position
when the carriage (16) reaches the end of the movement guides (13) overlain by the input end (24) of the overhead guideway (23). A gripper device
(30), acting in a substantially horizontal plane, is movable along the overhead guideway (23) and is capable of undergoing vertical translation
movement, at least adjacent the input and output ends (24, 25) of the overhead guideway (23). The gripper device (30) is therefore able both to pick
up, adjacent the input end (24) of the overhead guideway (23), a bundle (B) supported by the tilting platform of the said movable carriage (16) when
at the said other end (15) of the movement guides (13), and, following translation along the overhead guideway (23) towards the output end (25)
thereof, to deposit this bundle (B) taken up from the platform of the movable carriage (16) onto a pallet (P).
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